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�������� A locus determined primarily by its function. That location,

here, is an object that behaves as:

a delineating structure that traces a shift in an architecture’s1)

topography.

an architectural feature whose relative transparency admits2)

an exterior whilst maintaining the functionality of the interior it

services.

������� The aim is to liberate a vital structural component of this

location and in so doing, endow this ‘new’ object with a symbolic value–

allow it to achieve a use value not predicated by those aforementioned

functions.

Several Players will negotiate both the allegorical and physical problems

the action proposes.

����� �� ��� �������� The location may, before the action takes place,

be loaded with exchange values prompted by factors other than its

mere functionality. This is most probably due to its provenance and/

or the idiosyncrasies of its appearance that occur as extrapolative ��

divergent to the base structural system of the object.

These extra ‘qualities’ may provoke desirous affiliations with the object,

yet the purpose of this action is to assert the independence of the new

element as well as enabling the now destabilised location to throb with

possibilities outside of taste and association– precisely because of

the freshly acquired inadequacy of the original location. The liberated

fraction should be allowed to behave other than it’s originary purpose,

while the remain(s)ing locale must navigate this change in the order of

things.



P1

Bells from six spires rang out– eight o’clock– interrupting, mingling

with an anthem normally enamoured in dark rooms by men who will

survive. Triangles of white billowed on the surface of a water sliced by

their wooden support vessel. Other whites atop wrinkling white skins

bobbed and turned to the song badly beat mixed by the church, until it

was time to take the cows home.

P2

Thickly curtained panes of glass more deftly performed the rôle his

delicate handsome portrait played up there on 5th Avenue. Here, the juicy

redishness behind the eyes elaborated. Private landscapes blossomed

with beaux arts banquette, lush piled carpets and cashmere decked

mattresses– where other fleshy forms elaborated.

P3

The sky was argyled by the fluffy streams of jumbo jets; their near

intersecting hulk resembling air games like those in Top Gun– dog fights,

where passengers are as pumped as Iceman and Tom. Twenty-five years

later, only business travel and tourists could behave to gratuitously in

times of war.

P4

The weekend was long– split up into large and smaller blocks of

time. The most diminutive allotments were spent in transit, moving

through slightly larger increments observing rules of sustenance. The

most dedicated investments concerned stimulation of varying kinds,

punctuated by tasks. Compounded minutes and hours, paragraphed in

conversation, segwayed into other intuitive aspirations. Each of these

was accompanied by rooms with or without seating, streets and waiting

areas. Toward the end of the collective group of times spent, the body

began to protest. The tick-tocking of its own physical-ness grew louder

and relationships to divisions between this and that were re-organised.


